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Until recently, K. S. Karol wrote on Soviet affairs for UExpress
and was the New Statesman's Paris correspondent. He now
writes for Le Nouvel Observateur.
After lengthy preparation and study, Karol made a fourmonth trip through China in the winter and spring of 1965,
accompanied by the great photographer Marc Riboud. They
were permitted to choose their own itinerary and traveled the
length and breadth of China. Karol interviewed mayors, leaders
of communes, factory managers, the man in the street, intellec-

tuals and the leaders in Peking, including Marshal Ch'en Yi and
Chou En-lai; the latter granted him a long, exclusive interview.
On his return Karol wrote China: The Other Communism
(Hill and Wang, 1967) which has been acclaimed in Europe and
America as a brilliant in-depth reportage of the Chinese
People's Republic. The present article is taken from a much
longer analysis which will appear in The Socialist Register
1968, edited by Ralph Miliband and John Saville, and to be
published by the Monthly Review Press.
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ran into difficulties, for the Party, given its doctrinal assurance
and its monolithic structure, has always been inclined to
direct the areas it controlled in an authoritarian way. So
"rectification campaigns" were necessary to induce modesty
in the cadres and to inculcate in them an egalitarian spirit.
By unleashing the Cultural Revolution 17 years after the
foundation of the People's Republic, Mao Tse-tung has
implicitly admitted that his Party has been unable to apply
the mass line under post-revolutionary conditions. But at the
same time he has shown that he has not accepted defeat and still
believes himself capable of redressing the situation. No other
Communist leader has ever shown such perseverance and
absolute fidelity to the ideas he had in the "heroic period." As
a general rule, Communists always preach proletarian democracy before the revolution and rapidly resign themselves
to the impossibility of practicing it afterwards—to such an
extent that their promises in this matter have become part of a
liturgy which no one now takes seriously. Mao's determination
to hazard everything in order to fulfill his democratic promises
has therefore constituted one of the first "inexplicable" surprises of the Cultural Revolution.
The Chinese Communists did not recognize the image of
their future reflected by the mirror of Soviet society. They
always aspired to follow their own road, even if merely to
avoid the errors of the Stalinist period which they attributed
to historical conditions peculiar to Russian society. But for all
that, they were not unaware of the similarities between their
own experience and that of the Soviets. They saw the development of the Soviet Union since Stalin's death as a tragedy, and
not only because of the singular complications it introduced
into the relations between the two states. The sight of what
seemed to them to be the scandalous behavior of Stalin's heirs
and the depoliticalization of the new Russian generation
caused them to fear that the same phenomena might one day
occur in China in one form or another.
For Mao, the foundation of the People's Republic of
China was not an end in itself; it was simply the beginning
of a long march towards socialism, and he was more insistent
than ever on the maintenance of high moral standards among
Party members. He thought that the absence of an elite spirit
should characterize the new Communist elite. Communists
should demonstrate every day that they are incorruptible and
are not seeking to use their power to acquire material advantage. Accordingly, the 10th Session of the Central Committee of the Chinese CP decided in 1962 to launch a "socialist

OR TWO YEARS NOW, China has been in the grip of an
unprecedented political fever. Millions of young
people, workers and peasants have been involved in
passionate demonstrations and bitter clashes, even
in the most distant regions. Nevertheless, the rival groups—
which, we are told, are at each other's throats—still proclaim
their fidelity to the same man, Mao Tse-tung, and to the same
party, the Chinese Communist Party.
The popular press has given us little help in solving the
puzzle this battle represents. Its taste for sensationalism and—
particularly in the United States—its hostility towards Chinese
communism have led it to put the limelight on "shattering"
items of news, even when they seemed hardly possible or even
obviously false, and to draw the conclusion that civil war was
imminent in China. The Chinese leaders' motives were clear:
jealousy, spite and ambition; as for the masses of demonstrators, they were merely passive instruments in the hands of the
new "war lords" who were reemerging inside the ranks of the
Chinese Communist Party itself.
I shall not attempt to analyze all the events which have taken
place in China in the last two years, but to demonstrate
what is in my view one of the primordial aspects of the "Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution." While I was there I was able
to confirm the importance the Chinese give to the problems of
the relations between those who govern—the Party and its
cadres—and those in whose name they govern—the workers
and peasant masses. I am convinced that this problem is at the
heart of the Cultural Revolution and that it is both the most important and the most interesting problem for us to consider.
F WE REREAD TODAY those of Mao Tse-tung's earlier
writings which have been widely distributed during the
Cultural Revolution, we are struck by their concern to
impose on the Party—and on the Army which issued
from it—certain norms of democratic and egalitarian conduct.
Mao has always said that Communists cannot force happiness
on the people. In 1944 he wrote: "There are two principles
here: one is the actual needs of the masses rather than what we
fancy they need, and the other is the wishes of the masses, who
must make up their own minds instead of our making up their
minds for them."'
From the beginning, the implementation of Mao's directives
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1. "The United Front in Cultural Work," October 30, 1944,
Selected Works Vol. Ill, p. 237.
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education movement" on a national scale so as to "put politics
in command" more than ever before. The resolution adopted
at this session called for "a tit for tat reply to the capitalist and
feudal forces which have launched violent offensives against
us." In other words, the Party declared that it was no longer
prepared to tolerate manifestations of the old individualist,
selfish spirit in anyone.
Wherever in China I met provincial leaders, they boasted to
me of their periodic work in the communes or in industrial
undertakings. Factory managers never failed to take me into
the workshops where they worked a day and a half a week as
simple laborers. And the intellectuals spoke proudly of their
long stays in people's communes.
But it must be admitted that in all this there was more than
a whiff of paternalism. For after their manual exercises among
the masses, each cadre and manager returned to his own office
and continued to make decisions for which he was answerable
only to his superiors, not to the base. It was clear to me that
Chinese functionaries lived more modestly than those of other
Communist countries, but it was also obvious that the workers'
committees in the factories and the peasant assemblies in the
communes had a purely imaginary role. In conformity with the
spirit of their institutions. Party members still held all the
power in China, and the egalitarian methods demanded by
the socialist education movement simply gave them a good
conscience in the execution of their duties.
VERY CHINESE LEADER KNEW that the Cultural Revolution would be the end result of the socialist education
movement, though few among them could have predicted what form this future criticism from the base
would take or to what extent it would be carried. We now know
that the principle of avast national discussion was adopted at
an unofficial session of the Central Committee which took
place in 1964.^ The Central Committee even set up a commission composed of five leaders, chaired by P'eng Chen, the mayor of Peking, to prepare for it. By common consent, it was also
decided that the universities should be the site of a trial run.
In February 1966, the commission presented a report on the
Cultural Revolution. This has never been published and we do
not even know with certainty who made up the commission.
But we do know that one member, K'ang Sheng, deputymember of the Political Bureau, dissociated himself from his
colleagues and obtained the rejection of their report. On May
16, 1966, the Central Committee sent all CP organizations a
circular reflecting K'ang Sheng's views and condemning the
other members of the commission.
According to his accusers, P'eng Chen wanted the Cultural
Revolution to be a new Campaign of a Hundred Flowers,
closely controlled by the Party. K'ang Sheng, on the contrary,
demanded that it allow proletarian students to express their
leftist criticisms against anyone, including Communists, who
was hindering the real diffusion of the "Thought of Chairman
Mao." For the former, the Cultural Revolution was not to call
into question university authorities and institutions; the latter.
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2. The words "discussion" and "debate" as used in this essay must
be understood in a restricted sense. They are not intended to suggest
a free-ranging and contradictory debate around clearly-stated alternatives but an active popular participation in the interpretation
of Mao's ideology. We lack an appropriate expression for such an
enterprise, which, both in form and content, is unprecedented in
its magnitude.

on the contrary, regarded these as reactionary and outmoded
from the start.
On May 17, 1966, it became known in Peking that P'eng
Chen had been retired from his post. In the universities, agitation had been smoldering for several weeks and the students
immediately understood that they should do something. Everything seemed to show that the Party's unofficial rules had
lapsed since street demonstrations were suddenly allowed
against a man who was a member of the Political Bureau and
mayor of the capital, and who had not yet officially been
accused or denounced in the press.
On May 25,1966, eight students from the philosophy department of Peking University stuck up their ta-ise-bao—a newspaper written in large characters as a sign of anger—containing
an attack on the rector, and in particular proclaiming: "You
would like to hang onto your jobs so as to sabotage the
Cultural Revolution
You are daydreaming! Revolutionary
intellectuals, now is the time to march into battle! . . . Let
us break out of our tutelage and sweep resolutely away all
perverse and malignant elements, as well as all counterrevolutionary revisionists of the Khrushchevite type!"
The Party apparatus could not remain quiet before this
apparent revolt of the students. So it dispatched "work teams"
into the universities with instructions to carry out a sort of
purge and take over the leadership of the student movement.
As soon as they arrived these teams dismissed the majority
of those in charge and organized rather strange political examinations for all Party members. Communists were locked
into classes for the unrelieved study of the works of Mao and
were not allowed to go home without the approval of the new
masters of the field. Each had to make a self-criticism which
had to be acce^yted before he could leave.
Later, the Red Guards, and, following them, the official press,
accused Liu Shao-ch'i—who had succeeded Mao as chairman
of the People's Republic of China in 1959—of having deliberately fomented this "white terror" atmosphere in the hope
of "hurting a large number so as to protect a handful of bad
leaders." No doubt Liu Shao-ch'i was responsible for the
dispatch of the work teams into the universities; but it seems
likely that his intention was to reassert the central authority
and direct the fire of the purge—which now seemed inevitable
—towards the lower ranks of the Party.
Mao came out against this method. At the end of July 1966
he returned to Peking, called for the immediate recall of the
work teams and convened an extraordinary session of the
Central Committee. So within a few months the Cultural
Revolution had passed through two stages of escalation. The
first had initiated a vast discussion in student circles; the
second ended with the suppression of the work teams, the only
means at the disposal of the CP's central apparatus to lead and
control the debate which had already been set in motion.
HE CHINESE PRESS HAS PUBLISHED acrcs of Commentary
but very little hard fact about the 11th Session of the
Central Committee, which lasted almost two weeks
and was decisive in the development of the Cultural
Revolution. It is obvious that the Party hierarchy was reorganized during this meeting, for certain leaders received very
important titles while others were relegated to secondary posts.
But even on such an important matter no explanation has
been published.
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Careful analysis of the available material indicates, however, that the Central Committee's debate revolved around
the basic problem of the role the Party should play in the
Cultural Revolution, and what structures it should acquire as
a result. Mao Tse-tung had intervened twice—in May and in
July 1966—on the side of the "left" which called for considerable autonomy for the young rebels at the base. He had even
attacked the central apparatus for its unfortunate attempts to
hinder the critical expression of these future Red Guards. So he
wanted the movement at the base to expand, and to this
point he probably had no difficulty rallying the majority if not
all of his comrades. But what should the Party members' attitude to this movement be? Should they act collectively, after
preliminary discussion in cells and sections? Should they carry
out the directives from higher up which the Party center would
continue to provide as events developed?
In answer Mao asked that the Party center stay aloof, and he
nominated a "Central Group for the Cultural Revolution,"
chaired by a theoretician, Ch'en Po-ta, and composed of old
Communists who, with the exception of K'ang Sheng, had
never worked in the Party's central apparatus. And even this
group was only supposed to give out general directives and not
to direct the everyday action of the Red Guards. As for the
militants at the base, they should plunge into the movement on
an individual basis by joining the group of their choice, for according to Mao this trial would be the best political school for
them, and the best way of verifying their revolutionary ardor.
The Party represents an irreplaceable tool of the revolution
—Mao has said it a thousand times and the famous little red
book op)ens with quotations on this theme. So Mao Tse-tung
never could have called for the destruction of the Chinese CP.
But he did ask at the 11th Session of the Central Committee
that its apparatus, in which he no longer had confidence, virtually go on leave and show itself as little as possible. Nothing
suggests that he proposed a structural reform of the CP or a
vast purge at the base; on the contrary, some remarks as to the
possibility of recuperating 95 per cent of the old cadres are
attributed to him.
Certainly only someone with Mao's authority and daring
could have brought before the Central Committee, made up
in general of members of the apparatus, a proposition which
amounted to their suicide. In theory they all believed in the
wisdom of the proletarian masses and it is possible to find in
their past speeches as many references to the necessity of
carrying out the mass line as in Mao's. But in practice they had
every reason to fear the minority of young purists, already
grouped into Red Guards and arousing popular anger against
them, because they were necessarily responsible for all the anomalies of the old system. Indeed, in the final resolution a clause
was introduced forbidding the press to attack Central Committee members by name. Obviously, this was a last precaution
before everyone was handed over to the tribunal at the base.
HE APPARATUS OF A PARTY with 20 million members
and controlling all responsible posts in an enormous
country obviously cannot be set aside completely from
one day to the next. The ties between its members are
too strong to be suddenly dissolved on the orders of the
Central Committee. What is more, no one was asked to go on a
holiday and await the run of events: on the contrary, everyone
had to participate actively to demonstrate his revolutionary
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attitudes. So it would seem to me that the latent conflicts
within the Chinese leadership must have come fully into the
open during the Cultural Revolution, though without implying
any intention to plot Mao Tse-tung's downfall.
The fragmented nature of the movement at the base favored
intervention from the leadership anyway. No group of Red
Guards was formally invested as representative of the "thought
of Chairman Mao." They vied with each other with exaggerated revolutionary proposals, some of which were so obviously
unrealistic that no one could have applied them. For example,
thanks to this enthusiastic action from the base, in August 1966
all Peking's squares were rebaptized with names like "The
Earth is Red," and every major artery became "Anti-imperialism Avenue" and "Anti-revisionism Road." After two weeks
of this no one any longer knew his address and the Central
Group for the Cultural Revolution was obliged to suggest
discreetly to the Red Guards that they restore the old names.
What is more, young militants arriving in a factory and
proposing the immediate suppression of all bonuses and
the equalization of all wages might very well recite passages
from Chairman Mao on egalitarianism, but the workers could
answer them with other quotations which recognized the
utility of collective bonuses or asked the workers to run their
own affairs themselves. The argument remained within the
framework of Maoist orthodoxy and a Communist could
support one side or the other without compromising himself—
and without any backward glances.
Throughout this first period of the great debate, which
lasted until the end of 1966, highly-placed leaders such as Liu
Shao-ch'i were rarely attacked by the Red Guards and never by
the press. The latter restricted itself to a global enthusiasm
for the young critics' action, thus encouraging the most intransigent faction, but it gave no indication as to where the
battle was to go from there.
This completely changed in January 1967 with the introduction of the Cultural Revolution into industrial undertakings.
Only then did the press accuse the "bourgeois deviationists" of
corrupting the working class by promising it material advantages and even distributing retroactive bonuses in order
to control the revolutionary rebels and prevent changes in the
leading personnel and management methods. This indignant
outcry was accompanied by the publication of articles by
Chairman Mao directed against "economism" and material
incentives for the workers.
It is difficult to tell whether these accusations had any basis
in fact, and whether the old officials were really trying to
secure for themselves increased popularity among the workers
by distributing significant sums of money. Although we have
no proof, we might guess that the workers themselves used
the new freedom to ask for certain material advantages. In the
absence of precise directives from above, local leaders must
have found it difficult to decide whether they ought to oppose
the demands of the masses or whether it was not more in line
with the "thought of Chairman Mao" to satisfy them.
The Central Committee had to make an urgent appeal in
Mao Tse-tung's name to the workers of Shanghai that work
be resumed and the crime of economism ended. A few days
later, the Shanghai Commune was created, thanks to the
joint action of 16 revolutionary rebel committees assisted by
Army cadres and a few officials from the old Party apparatus.
This was the victory of the "triple alliance," which was
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immediately promoted by the press and proposed as a model
for the new institutions.
Paradoxically, it was at this precise moment, just as the
Cultural Revolution seemed to be entering its constructive
phase, that the first barely veiled attacks on the "Chinese
Khrushchev," Liu Shao-ch'i, also began.
T IS PROBABLE THAT LIU SHAO-CH'I was a victim of the
inevitable working out of the mechanism unleashed by
the Cultural Revolution. The officials who were criticized,
here because they were too lukewarm and distant from
the masses, there because they were corruptors, had all been
nominated for their posts by him. There was no more solidarity
of Communists at the base to protect them, and they could
defend themselves only by attributing their faults to their
superiors in the central apparatus. In addition, and whatever
the facts might be, Liu Shao-ch'i could easily be suspected of
having advised one official to distribute money so as to rally
workers around him, another to deliver a sharp rebuke to
some intransigent Red Guards, and so on. For who else could
be pulling the strings behind all these wicked actions?
The "angry blaze" at the beginning of 1967 contributed to
the growing tension in the internal atmosphere in China. The
revisionist enemy seemed to have infiltrated everywhere and
the vigilant masses could not trust anyone. The Red Guards'
cross-examination of the cadres took on more and more
unpleasant forms despite the thousandfold repetitions of the
directive from the Central Group for the Cultural Revolution
on the necessity to "cure the sickness rather than kill the
sick man." Further, despite the devotion of the Army cadres,
the administrative situation was getting more and more
chaotic. Trains no longer ran on schedule, in factories discussion was eating into the time for productive labor, in some
towns there was practically an absence of power.
Just at that moment the Chinese press published with exceptional eclat an essay by Mao dating from 1929: "On Correcting Mistaken Ideas in the Party." This text might have
been written the night before, so remarkably applicable was it
to the circumstances in China in February 1967. Mao put his
comrades on their guard against the dangers of ultra-democratism and ultra-egalitarianism, explaining very didactically
that even in a perfectly fraternal society some must command
and occupy responsible positions without constant interference.
After this warning from their chairman, the Red Guards and
revolutionary rebels immediately relaxed their grip on the cadres. Chou En-lai even blamed them for their useless excesses,
and in a resounding speech reminded them that the majority
of the cadres were "good and worthy to resume their places
in the service of the revolution." From this point on it might
have been thought that the critical phase was over and that
problems concerning personalities would cease to be at the
center of debate. But in fact, it was just at this moment that
the Chinese press opened fire on Liu Shao-ch'i, this time
without any equivocaticn
Neither Mao nor ; r , ther theoretician of the Cultural
Revolution has devote.' a serious article to the examination
of the causes of bureaucratization inside the Chinese CP. They
always approach this problem indirectly by denouncing the
excessive concentration of power at the top and fatahstically
concluding that if this state of affairs does not change, "it will
only be a short time, perhaps a decade, before a counter-
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revolutionary restoration will inevitably take place on a
national scale, the Marxist-Leninist Party will become a revisionist Party and the whole of China will change color."
How can this terrifying perspective be avoided? The Central
Group for the Cultural Revolution finally gave its answer
(albeit indirectly) in the spring of 1967 via a critique of Liu
Shao-ch'i's major theoretical "contribution" to Chinese
Marxism, the pamphlet. How to be a Good Communist.
Written in 1942 at the height of the war, this pamphlet is
very insistent on discipline: "A Communist must obey anything which has been adopted or decided by the majority, by
a higher rank or by the Central Committee. He must even obey
what he believes to be incorrect. . . ." Today, these sentences
are shocking; in a China where it is the base's turn to speak,
where central authority is under criticism, they are out of key.
So it is easy to use Liu Shao-ch'i's book to show that he was
preparing for his Khrushchev-like role and preaching obedience to the militants so they would not hinder his sinister
plans. Did he not produce a new popular edition of his own
work in 1962? But the charge is too facile, for Liu Shao-ch'i's
pamphlet contains no personal doctrine. It is a digest of a
number of centralist ideas which govern all Communist parties, and was written in Yenan in the cave next to Mao Tsetung's—and, as far as we can tell, with his approval. It is
obvious that Liu Shao-ch'i has been chosen as a scapegoat for
the expiation of organizational crimes, and not only those of
the Chinese CP, but those of all parties of the Leninist type.
At present Liu Shao-ch'i's bad principles are contrasted with
a sentence from Mao Tse-tung: "The question of knowing
who is right and who is wrong can never be decided by the
majority of votes where a fundamental principle of MarxismLeninism is at stake." This is a fine maxim, which calls on the
personal freedom and responsibility of every Communist. But
how is it to be translated in formal terms in the Party statutes?
So far we have no answer to this key question, even though
there is at present much talk about convening a new CP
congress which would transform the Party organization from
top to bottom.
The Chinese CP does not propose to present itself as an
original, new formation born of the Cultural Revolution and
radically different from the old bureaucratized Party. Its
propagandists have recently constructed a thesis according to
which the revolutionary left, under Mao's aegis, has always
been conducting a struggle against Liu Shao-ch'i's "revisionist
bureaucrats."
This version runs into two difficulties: first, it makes the
whole history of Chinese communism incomprehensible;
second, it presents Mao as the leader of one tendency rather
than as leader of the whole Chinese CP, of which he has been
chairman for 33 years. If Peking propagandists were content
to tell us that Liu Shao-ch'i had misinterpreted Party doctrine
and given it a moderate tinge, we might perhaps be inclined
to believe them, though the Party's former Number Two's
reputation gave no clue to his reformist tendencies. But it
is impossible to accept the fact that the Chinese CP's two main
leaders could have lived together in a permanent state of war
and disagreed about everything. Anyway, a reading of the
various accusations against Liu Shao-ch'i shows that his
"crimes" of today are not the result of his past unorthodoxy,
but. that a transformation of this orthodoxy has made his
former actions retrospectively criminal.
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HE CULTURAL REVOLUTION is HOt the well-atranged
ballet of a choreographer who has foreseen every
tableau. Mao did not fear appealing to the base
because he knew that his doctrine was so deeply entrenched in China that no one would be able to challenge the
regime or the Party as such. In this respect events have borne
him out. But the wind of change released by the base has
carried away more institutions than anyone would have
imagined in 1966.
The base did not limit itself to examining the quality of the
cadres and sorting out the "good, satisfactory, bad and
execrable." Once in motion it had to turn against the management methods which made possible anomalies and abuse of
authority at every level of society. In the factories it was no
longer a question of simply replacing managers and Party
secretaries with better candidates: their functions had to be discredited. Similar phenomena appeared in the universities and
administration, and no doubt also in certain communes although information on this subject is rather inadequate.
"Things will never be the same again as they used to be before,"
was the vague summary made by Peking students to foreign
guests who visited China last summer.
So events have put the problem of institutions on the agenda,
and while no one seems ready with alternative models, the
Central Group for the Cultural Revolution has given preference to the formula of a triple union, with one third of the
officials elected directly from the base and one third chosen
by the base from among Party cadres, more experienced in
running things. The remainder are provided by Army cadres
and there does not seem to have been any difficulties with
this last third.
But the multiplicity of committees at the base and the
absence of any unifying nucleus formally invested by a central
authority have made the designation of new officials extremely
difficult. So the constructive period of the Cultural Revolution
will prove as disturbed as the previous one, and there were
even bloody clashes at Wuhan during last summer. So far, only
six provinces out of 27 have been able to elect "revolutionary
committees of the triple alliance"; others still live under provisional systems which are the center of discussions.
The same goes for the municipal organization of the great
cities, which is definitive in Peking, Shanghai and Tientsin and
provisional everywhere else. Occasionally the formation of a
revolutionary municipal committee is announced in a town,
with the admission a few days later that the base did not
recognize its authority and more discussions have begun.
The internal struggle in the factories is just as sharp. Almost
everywhere, the committees at the base which emerged during
the first phase of the Cultural Revolution are still disputing
positions of responsibility, despite recent appeals from Chairman Mao who can see no reason why there should be a
division within the working class. For the moment, some large
undertakings are run directly by workers' committees drawn
from the revolutionary rebels, the most radical minority. The
press tells us that they succeeded in obtaining the majority
of votes. Production bonuses have been reduced to a minimum
in these undertakings and the salaries of the permanent staff,
quite a small number anyway, are never higher than the
average working wage.
But in the same city, sometimes only a few hundred yards
from these "pilot factories," others can be found where every-
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thing is still provisional and no new form of administration
has been selected. Of course, former Party secretaries have
been dismissed almost everywhere, but where even a minimum
unity has not been achieved, the Army has provided temporary
administrators, designated in true military style: "Comrades
delegated to the first line of combat for production." The
Central Group for the Cultural Revolution does not seem to
be putting any pressure on the workers to make them choose
their own officials more quickly, and it is content to repeat its
priority slogan: "Make revolution and promote production."
Every day the newspapers reiterate that discussion is a good
thing, but only out of working hours.
Schools and universities have been reopened after more than
a year's holiday for "revolutionary activity." But nothing has
yet been decided as to educational reform. Intermediate
examinations have been abolished since they were too favorable to students of non-proletarian origin, and many former
bourgeois professors have not resumed their courses. Every
day the press publishes resolutions and propositions from the
various student groups demanding a shortening of the period
of study so that they can integrate into productive life more
quickly. But even here nothing has been decided and everything is still provisional.
That the Maoists are in no hurry to take the situation in
hand can no doubt be explained by their unwillingness to
repeat the mistake they made in 1958 with the formation of the
people's communes. At that time, once they had approved the
articles of the first commune, the Party forced the whole
country to adopt this new formula immediately. But China is
too big to lend itself easily to this sort of uniformity; hence the
relative failure of the communes. At present Mao is acting
with circumspection and is waiting to see practical results from
the various revolutionary committees before generalizing them.
But this is not the only reason. The Chinese regard ideology
as the key to everything and they feel the activism of innumerable Red Guards and revolutionary rebels to be a supreme good, because this is the only way in which the masses
will assimilate the thought of Chairman Mao. That is why they
prefer that the "debate of a million people" carry on forever
without coercion rather than see the masses return to their
routine jobs and accept a formal discipline.
Thus, paradoxically, just at the time when some foreigners
did not hesitate to proclaim that "China no longer exists as a
coherent unity," Mao and his friends claimed on the contrary
that "the situation in China has never been so good."
T IS TOO EARLY YET to wcigh the consequeuces of the
Cultural Revolution and only the next year will give us a
solution to the crucial problem of new Chinese institutions, including that of the Chinese CP. It is obvious that
the events in that country are often affected by the peculiar
character of Chinese civilization which has colored equally
its communism, its men and its value system. Nevertheless, it
would be absolutely incorrect to conclude that "the Chinese
are not like us . . . they have a communism all of their own."
For beyond the national and historical elements specific to
the Chinese situation, China is dealing with a problem which
is posed to the Communist movement as a whole, such as it
developed during the decades of the Stalinist stranglehold.
The bureaucratic system of power, monolithic and strictly
centralized, has served its time in the USSR and everywhere
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Tzuping, in the Chingkang Mountains. In 1927, this locale was
the revolutionary base under Chairman Mao.
else. At present we know too much about the underside of its
success for anyone to be seduced by its claims to economic
efficiency. But if this political formula is universally denounced,
it still shows a remarkable resistance to change. The hope that
an elevation in the standard of living will in itself open the
way to reform which is both democratic and proletarian does
not seem easy to realize. The Soviet Union has found an outlet
for this problem by recourse to economic mechanisms partially
copied from Western models, for it would like to give the
Russian people some respite after their long years of suffering.
Even though its means of production are nationalized, the
USSR runs the risk of producing another kind of massconsumption society. Its choice of international policy, its
dialogue with the United States, its badly veiled annoyance
with the "revolutionary impatience" of some foreign Communists and its open anger at the Chinese contention are all
the result of its difficult internal choices.
China has radically risen against the mediocrity of a centralized and bureaucratized power system. It is trying to give
the opposite answer to that of the Soviets. It is rising against
the economic laws that would justify profound inequalities
between men for a long time to come and would put the accumulation process at the center of social life. It does not want
to put off until a very distant date the transformation of social
relations in a Communist direction.
For all these reasons it has taken the only road which
seemed to be open to it: a return to an extreme form of proletarian democracy, to the power of the base. No doubt the
means it has chosen to induce the total politicalization of the
masses, to raise a process to the scale of 700 million people, are
simplistic and elementary, but where and when has such an
ambitious social effort ever been seen?
Of course, the Chinese answer to bureaucratization would
have been more convincing if their analysis had really gone to
the root of the evil. The universal value of the Cultural
Revolution would have been easier to grasp if the Chinese had
also made a more thorough analysis of a world situation which
is often more complex than they are willing to admit and
if they had been able to establish relations of mutual understanding with other revolutionary movements. Of course, the
most serious limitation of the Cultural Revolution lies in the
cult of personality which has made the little red book an ambiguous instrument. It calls for the liberation of the mind
through its dialectical content and solicits personal responsibihty, but at the same time it nurtures a religious faith in a truth
given once and for all by a man above history, Mao Tse-tung.
All these contradictions in the Cultural Revolution are disquieting, for we are not dealing with a simple event containing
only glowing promises for the future. But criticism can only
be effective when it is based on an understanding of the real
problems at issue. Nothing would be more sterile than for the
Western left to criticize a social upheaval as profound as
China's simply because it does not conform with the left's
view of what Marxism ought to be. The West is so indignant at
the "exaggerations" of the Chinese that it does not even take
the trouble to look for the inner meaning and multiple
aspects of the Cultural Revolution. But whether we like it or
not, China is writing a new and perhaps decisive page of
the history of communism in our time—and this involves
our future too.
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Leonard Baskin: "Animate with Hope"
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The Mendicant
N THE pA5!T 15 YEARS Leonard Baskin—sculptor and
graphic artist par excellence—Aoi reached his artistic
maturity. Standing outside modern "schools" of art, possessing^ an extraordinary knowledge of and respect for
traditional artistic forms, Baskin is one of the few contemporary
artists whose sensibilities have not been brutalized by the
twentieth century.
There is something of the scholar in the artist. Not only does
his work show a multiplicity of meanings in his choice of
imagery, but Baskin himself writes (and speaks) an elegant
baroque prose, as dense and lively as his work itself.
Few artists, particularly in these uncongenial times, develop a
philosophy of art. Of those who do, few can or do express their
world view in words as well as in works. Baskin, however, from
his home, surrounded by sculptures, a huge library of illustrated
books and his personal art collection, speaks like a sage. In this
environment, his quiet voice has intense authority:

I

point of view. I could grasp and cope with the philosophical
problems of abstract expressionism, however limited I felt it to
be. Much of the new art is, of course, irrational and offers no
particular problems of understanding . . . But the new elemental purely super-objective environmental sculpture has one
utterly baffled. In truth it is nothing more or less than a strike
at art itself, for it denies art. It is not merely a concern with
formal problems, organization of shapes in space; it seeks to
minimize what sculpture is and could be to the barest essentials
of sheer form. And beyond that, the sculptors do not bother
to fabricate these works of art themselves. Ideally, from their
point of view, these works of art perhaps operate best when
they are manufactured by a mechanic. The artist (I am using
the word throughout for I have no ready or easy substitute)
prepares his specifications. What emerges is, for example, a
box, a cube, made by a steel or tin smith, standing in the
middle of a room, displacing space. But what in God's name
is it meant to be—what is it meant to do?

"When I saw the Whitney's annual exhibition of contemporary sculpture by presumably living artists, I was horrified,
horrified because for the first time I was confronted by a
species of art which I could not understand from an ideological

"I can understand an attempt to probe at the heart of a
form, to try to derive the essence of a form—I can understand
that by stretching my imaginative equipment. Presumably the
essence of anything is the heart of anything. At the very heart
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